
part of memlwrs of the medical profession residing in
states in which the law is plainly defective, but unless
there is urgent necessity for a change it is better to
wait until harmonious action can be secured rather
than to increase further the present perplexity and con¬
fusion by enacting laws which the increased knowledge
of a few years may show to be unwise.

THE PUBLIC REALIZATION OF THE NOSTRUM EVIL.

Generally speaking, the r\l=o^\legiven to medicine and
the medical profession, in contemporary literature and
the drama, is neither fairly representative of the former
nor flattering to the latter. The weakness and failures
of medicine are thrown into relief, the foibles and occa-
sional incompetence of the physician are exaggerated
and caricatured. The great services rendered by medi-
cine and the medical profession to humanity are over-

looked, and the magnitude and complexity of the prob-
lems, mental, moral and economic, with which physi-
cians have to contend, are ignored or ridiculed or, even
worse, depreciatingly misconstrued.
Under these circumstances it is gratifying to read in

a popular magazine1 a story that is commented on by a

correspondent elsewhere in this issue of The Journal.
The story, by Churchill Williams, is entitled "The Edge
of Circumstance," and its purport is to depict the strug-
gles and temptations that enable a proprietary medicine
concern to enmesh in its toils a needy, though high\x=req-\
minded, young physician. "We have no reason," says the
drug concern's affable and patronizing representative,
"to fear the verdict of the regular physician; in point of
fact, he is our ally. We state our formula and our claims
to him frankly and fully. We welcome his most search¬
ing examination and analysis. He finds it as harmless
in its constituents as it is potent in its possibilities"—
with much more of the patter of the nostrum manufac¬
turer's spieler that is so familiar to most of us. In a

weak moment the physician consents to become one of
the concern's consultants, only to find himself advertised
in big letters in the local paper next morning as "Plym-
boro's Leading Physician," who "endorses Nervo-Sal."
We will not spoil the story by relating more of it.

Our purpose in referring to it here is to call atten¬
tion to the significance of its acceptance by lay publish¬
ers for publication in a magazine for popular reading.
That could scarcely have occurred had not the publish¬
ers deemed it likely that the subject was possessed of a
sufficiently deep and widespread interest for the reading
public.

SCIENCE, QUACKERY AND FOLKLORE.

In a recent issue2 we commented on the report of the
Royal Commission on Nostrums for the Australian
Commonwealth. The Lancet,3 in commenting on the

1. Appleton's Magazine, December, 1907.
2. The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 28, 1907, 1118.
3. Nov. 16, 1907, 1408.

same report, takes occasion to point out the existence of
a tradition of quack medicines comparable to the tradi-
tion that runs through the history of orthodox medicine.
For instance, the great majority of cancer pastes con-
tain phosphorus, zinc chlorid and arsenic for "killing
the cancer and drawing it out by its roots," and the
Lancet introduces several quotations from two letters
by a correspondent signing himself "M. R. C. S." that
appeared some eighty years ago in a satirical paper of
the time, the Town, on "Cancer-curing Humbugs," in
which the various cancer cures are shown up and their
contents given. Among those thus exposed are Justa-
mond's ointment, the celebrated French nostrum, the
P\l=a^\teArs\l=e'\nicale,Wright's Pearl Ointment, Davidson's
ointment and Plunkett's ointment. All these nostrums
contained arsenic, which indeed from their composition
was probably almost the sole active ingredient. It is more
than probable that nearly all such nostrum traditions are
survivals of what was at one time orthodox medicine, as
undoubtedly many of them are. For instance, Guy de
Chauliac in the fourteenth century recommended the
use of arsenic as a caustic for causing the death of tis¬
sues suspected of being cancerous. In an interesting
article by Dr. C. B. Plowwright4 on "Some Survivals of
Medieval Medicine in East Anglia" we learn that an
"oil of swallows" is still in common use as an external
application in rheumatism among the poor. It had a

place in the first London Pharmacopeia (1618) and
was made by boiling young swallows in oil with certain
herbs, wine and May butter. "Oil of worms," also an¬
other East Anglian survival, was used by Paré in the
gunshot wounds of the French soldiers. A conserve
of sloes still in use had a place in the first London
Pharmacopeia and also in the Edinburgh Pharmacopeia
of 1792. In northern France the natives still believe
pearls to be a "sovran remedy" against incurable blind¬
ness, doubtless a tradition lingering from the times of
Arab medicine, in which, with other precious stones,
they were highly esteemed.

PATHOLOGY OR VICE?

The von Moltke-Harden libel suit, with its unsavory
revelations telegraphed around the world, is not a pleas-
ant reminder of some of the possible tendencies of even
a high modern civilization. Naturally the medico-
legal aspects of the case have been the subjects of dis-
cussion, and it would seem from the comments of Ger-
man contemporaries that there is in Germany an active
agitation for the repeal, or at least the modification, of
the section of the penal code against certain unnatural
sexual practices. The only justifiable ground for such
agitation is, of course, that the tendency to such crim-
inal acts is a pathologic and not properly a criminal one,
but this tendency seems even to be condoned as being
perfectly compatible with manly virtues and is claimed
to have been an infirmity shared by many of the most
illustrious of the earth. The Berliner klinische Woch-
enschrift calls these views "worldspread," an adjective
we should have to accept only as applying to a possible,
very limited, number of adherents in-different parts of

4. British Med. Jour., June 11, 1904.
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